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Elbląg Canal nowadays







Wysoczyzna Elbląska

Pojezierze Iławskie

Wzgórza Dylewskie

Dolina Drwęcy









New tourist model:

preservation of re-naturalized nature

it is to serve people, but also other organisms, which are an equal element of the reservoir and its landscape

design activities strictly thought out and adapted to natural conditions

transformation of the landscape for the purposes of rest and recreation

transforming the canal from a transit road into an attraction in itself - spending time on the canal, communing with nature
and culture
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New tourist model:

the routes partially overlap
with bicycle routes

they lead through cultural and natural
heritage sites

mooring/stopping places provide
rest, toilets and accommodation



Watercraft design study





Elbląg Canal:

width min. 7m, fairway up to 7m

silting up of less frequented sections
of the canal leading to shallowing

strong overgrowing of the canal - a handicap
in shipping, especially for motorised vessels
with low power screws

  





version No 1: "boat for 3 hours”



version No 2: "picnic boat” version No 4: "boat for cyclists”



version No 5: "a boat for a longer voyage”



/tent

/aft railing

/bike stands

/aft seat

/bike stand

/check

/paddle wheel

/engine
/batteries

/roof

/bow railing

/table

/paddle wheeel
/seats

/steering





small dimensions - does not dominate the landscape or overwhelm











resting place
access to sanitary units (toilet, shower)
camping space
the ability to quickly charge batteries
garbage disposal
washing dishes under running water



Selected small architecture concept:
location with the front to the canal
wall and roof covering
thermal isolation
powered by solar panels and local power grid
water from the local network or deep well, septic tank













present state propsition







proposed design solutions:

tourist and sanitation 
infrastructure

designation of mooring spaces
and the bike/pedestrian trails starting 
there



 

introducing small and evenly distributed objects in the area of the reservoir - they do not dominate the landscape,
and they allow you to fully use the inaccessible sections of the canal, as well as draw on the heritage of the entire region
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restrained actions will prevent degradation of the canal landscape and its nature - the use of the canal in its
current condition without drastic clearing and dredging
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